FCPS World I SOL Standards: WHI 2a, 2b, 2c & 2d

Development of Humans from Paleolithic Era
to Neolithic Era (4 million B.C.E. - 8000 B.C.E.)
You Mean We Used to Follow our Food?
Human Origins
Early humans and other creatures that could walk
upright, called hominids, appeared in East Africa
around 4,000,000 B.C.E. Modern humans, called
Homo sapiens, first emerged in East Africa between
100,000 and 400,000 years ago. Once humans began
to walk upright, they began to migrate. They were
able to travel distances more easily looking for food.
They migrated from Africa to Eurasia (combined land
of Europe and Asia), Australia, and the Americas.

Hunter-gatherer Societies
During the Paleolithic Era

The Spread of Humans Around the World

Source: http://yanko.lib.ru/books/natural/diamond_jared=guns_germs_and_steel-en-a.htm

The prehistoric time period that lasted from about 2.5 million years ago to 8000 B.C.E. was called the Stone Age where
the earliest tools were made of stone. The earlier part of the Stone Age was called the Paleolithic Era or the Old Stone
Age. It was during the Paleolithic Era that early humans were greatly
influenced by their environment. Their survival depended on the hunting
of animals and the gathering of plants. Since these early humans migrated
looking for food, they were called nomads because they moved from
place to place. Hunter-gatherers lived and traveled in clans which meant
they all were connected by a common ancestor. They lived in temporary
shelters, like caves, and created “cave art” which often showed images
of hunting and daily activities. Humans during the Paleolithic Era also
created the first tools, like a sharp rock. To help with survival, humans
learned how to make and use fire. They also developed the use of oral
Paintings drawn by ancient Australian people
Source: http://www.marshallcavendishdigital.com/articledisplay/25/3879/39485/
language to help communicate with members of their clan.
#img_9143

Beginnings of Agriculture and the Neolithic Revolution
Over time, early humans became more advanced and developed better technology. During this time period, known
as the New Stone Age or Neolithic Era, humans learned how to control their environment. The greatest achievement
during the Neolithic Era was the development of agriculture. This became known as the Neolithic Revolution and was the
beginning of farming. Early humans learned to grow crops which led to a surplus of food. They stored this extra food in
pottery. The move from food-gathering to food-producing led to Neolithic people living in permanent settlements. Since
they did not have to move around hunting animals, Neolithic people began to use domestication. They would tame
horses, dogs, goats and pigs and use them as a constant source of food or to help with farming. Humans created
more advanced tools and started to weave, making their own clothing instead of wearing animal-skins.

Archaeology and the Knowledge of Early Human Life
Archaeologists are scientists who study past cultures of prehistoric peoples. Archaeologists learn about these early
people by analyzing human remains, settlements, fossils, and artifacts. Fossils are the remains of animals and plants
preserved in rocks . Artifacts are human-made objects, such as tools or jewelry. Archaeologists use a scientific test
called carbon dating to analyze fossils and artifacts and to determine the age of these ancient remains.
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Telling Time in
Ancient History
In the ancient calendar, which means any date
before the birth of Jesus, archaeologists use the
term B.C.E. which means Before the Common
Era. This can also be called B.C. which means
Before Christ. In the modern calendar, any date
after the birth of Jesus is called C.E. which
means Common Era. This can also be called
A.D. which means Anno Domini, Latin for
“In the year of the Lord.”
Remember: B.C.E.= B.C. and C.E.= A.D.
Key Vocabulary

Domesticated animals in Ancient Egypt

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Egyptian_Domesticated_Animals.jpg

Settlements: a community formed by
members of a group

Migrate: to move from one place to settle
in another

Technology: the ways in which people apply
knowledge, tools, and inventions to meet
their needs

Old Stone Age: also called Paleolithic Age
during which people made use of simple
stone tools and weapons

New Stone Age: also called Neolithic Age
during which people learned to grow food,
raise animals and make pottery

Clans: a group of people descended from a
common ancestor

Achievement: an important accomplishment

Domestication: the taming of animals for
human use

Surplus: more than what is needed or used

Analyze: to discover or reveal through examination

Nomads: member of a group that has no
permanent home, traveling from place to place
in search of food and water

Quick Review

1. Match the correct Stone Age to the
characteristics. You will use the Stone
Age more than once.
STONE AGE
A. Paleolithic
B. Neolithic

CHARACTERISTICS
domestication

● a bow and arrows
● the hammer
● the canoe
● needles and thread
● fire

of animals
pottery
oral language
clans
agriculture
permanent

2. What do all the objects listed above
have in common?
A. They are Stone Age tools.
B. They were invented in the Neolithic Era.
C. They were invented by Neanderthals.
D. They were invented by Cro-Magnons.

settlements
created cave art

...The Neolithic Revolution also changed the
way people lived. In place of scattered hunting
communities, the farmers lived in villages.
Near groups of villages, small towns grew up,
and later cities too. Thus the Neolitihic
Revolution made civilization itself possible.
(The Ancient Near East)
Within the villages, towns and cities, it was
possible to specialize in the sort of work they
could do best. Many stopped producing food
at all, making instead tools and other goods
that farmer needed, and for which they gave
them food in exchange. This process of
exchange led to trade and traders, and the
growth of trade made it possible for people
to specialize even more....
Source: D.M. Knox, The Neolithic Revolution, Greenhaven Press

3. Based on this document, state one impact of the
Neolithic Revolution on the way people lived.

Connection to Today

Resources

To help with survival, early humans created new technology, like
agriculture and more advanced tools.

Learn 360
● Stone Age History of the Middle East (http://goo.gl/EaM1J)

What recent tools or inventions have changed people’s lives today?

● Homo Erectus (http://goo.gl/pWdX1)
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